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Sally  succumbed to pulmonary  and other ravages of Parkinson’s Disease after  three months of 
hospital,  nursing  home,  and home hospice care. She died quietly  at home the night of March 
20th, after only  a day  or two of fading awareness and increasing need for  morphine relief. In 
her  last week she thought  she might  be dying,  despite her  physician’s optimistic urging  of re-
newed physical therapy. She remarked on having had a  long, full, fortunate life and wished it 
could continue, but  confessed to finding the increasing burdens of breathing, eating, cramps, 
and medication more than she could sustain. She had made it clear  for years that she wanted 
no desperate medical rescue efforts or tearful deathbed scenes.  There were none: My  niece and 
I were with her when she stopped breathing, although in the dark we didn’t immediately  realize 
it.

She had long thought about death, but less about her  death than the many  deaths that armed 
states inflict on their avowed enemies, domestic and foreign. She had hated capital punishment 
from her  youth, and it was her anti-militarism that led from  early  reflections on maternal prac-
tice to the larger  political ambitions of Maternal Thinking. Indeed, militarism became the focus 
of her recent writing and future projects,  due in part  to current U.S. wars and the militaristic 
mentality,  which even President Obama, to her chagrin, shares. Even in her last week or  two 
she remained engaged by  these and other  political matters, demonstrating one of the three vir-
tues of aging she had celebrated in her essay, “Virtues and Age,” namely, an abiding interest in 
the current world. And,  even more, she showed the other two virtues of aging she promot-
ed—resisting regret and remaining cheerful, however difficult.
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In her final weeks she characteristically  kept many  books by  her  side, mostly  Virginia  Woolf 
and poetry, which she read to herself and with visitors and me. A frequent choice was a  poem 
she had long loved, Elizabeth Bishop’s “One Art”:

The art of losing isn’t hard to master; so many  things seem  filled 
with the intent to be lost that their loss is no disaster,

Lose something every  day. Accept the fluster of lost  door  keys, the 
hour badly spent. The art of losing isn’t hard to master.

Then practice losing farther, losing faster: places, and names, and 
where it was you meant to travel. None of these will bring disaster.

I lost my  mother’s watch. And look! my  last, or next-to-last,  of three 
beloved houses went. The art of losing isn’t hard to master.

I lost two cities, lovely  ones. And, vaster,  some realms I owned, two 
rivers, a continent. I miss them, but it wasn’t a disaster.

—Even losing you (the joking voice, a gesture I love) I shan’t have 
lied.  It’s evident the art of losing’s not too hard to master  though it 
may look like (Write it!) a disaster.

In retrospect,  these readings seem indirect efforts to prepare us for a death she anticipated and 
accepted but we self-deceptively  avoided contemplating. Sally, of course, did not take account 
of how deeply  she was loved by  so many: there is no denying that our collective loss is a catas-
trophe, our shared grief tempered only  by  a shared love for someone whose love took so many 
forms for so many people.

—Bill Ruddick
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HAL RUDDICK’S FUNERAL EULOGY, MARCH 24, 2011
My  mother was known for  writing about the philosophy  of mothering. So, of course, I never 
read her work on that  subject. In fact, raised by  two philosophers, my  sister  Lizza and I avoided 
reading any philosophy at all.

Those of you who are expecting a careful exposition of the relationship of her philosophical 
theories to her actual practice of mothering will be disappointed. But  if you have read her work, 
I am sure this will all fit. Here is what she taught us.

She taught us what matters: Ideas matter. Be thoughtful about what you do, and the actions 
you take or don’t take. Be prepared to explain and defend your position on any issue.

We lived in  a  messy  apartment but there was no room for sloppy  think- ing. Here’s an example: 
I was in high school when draft registration was reinstituted. Instinctively,  I wanted to resist 
the new law  by  simply  ignoring it.  While any  decision I made would have been  acceptable,  a 
simple and unreflective dis- regard was not.  She wanted—indeed, insisted—that I think care-
fully  about my  decision. This included learning  about the choices people made during the Viet- 
nam war.  Although this was maddening to an impatient high school student, it was the way  she 
taught us to make every important decision of our lives.

She taught us that  work matters.  That work and life are intertwined. That everyone deserves 
meaningful work and all work deserves respect.

For  her, important work included: Cooking dinner from  scratch every  night and then returning 
to her writing and editing. Mediating sibling fights and organizing against wars from  Vietnam 
to Afghanistan. Paying careful attention to our school work and engaging with  a wide network 
of students and academic colleagues.

But academic work could not be disconnected from  real world injustices. In  one of her essays, 
she wrote that she was troubled by  “academic professionals who would let war  continue, cer-
tainly  let racism  and poverty  flourish, if to resist would require that they  relinquish their clev-
erness, training, or pet preoccupations.”

She told us about running through the halls of the New School, up and down the stairs from 
floor to floor, yelling for  students to walk out of class in protest against the invasion of Cambo-
dia. To some children, the story  of a  parent—a teacher—disrupting the school where she taught 
might have seemed un- usual or confusing, but in our family it made perfect sense.

She also taught us that people matter: Attend carefully  to those you love,  your family  and 
friends. Be rigorous and demanding of yourself. Be generous and empathetic with others.  She 
had an incredible generosity  of spirit—when- ever  we uttered quick judgments or criticism of 
others, she was quick to challenge us.

Ideas matter, work matters, and people matter. Other  stuff, not  so much. She was oblivious to 
fashion, pop culture, the latest  fad, the most recent trend, the conventional trappings of status 
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and success. She had a taste for luxury, though. The luxury  of time spent in long conversation 
or deep reflection, a full life in lower Manhattan, extensive travel, and generosity  to a wide 
range of people and causes. Those were her luxuries.

She was also full of quirks. She would wander in and out of the room, still talking quietly, in the 
middle of a conversation.  During the 1986 World Series, she ran out  of the room  whenever the 
Red Sox came to bat, because she was nervous for  the Mets. She had a great appreciation for 
friends with a sense of humor, but never got jokes. On watching Monty  Python she would turn 
to us and ask, “What was the joke?” We grew up with—as you would expect—the songs of Bob 
Dylan, Joan Baez, and the Spanish Civil War, but also learned the fight songs of Ohio State and 
the rest of the Big 10. She loved reading mysteries but skipped first  to the end to find out  what 
happened.

Finally,  I can’t talk about my  mother without also talking about my  father, and their relation-
ship of more than fifty  years.  Theirs was the most impressive and devoted partnership I have 
ever  seen. My  parents’ ongoing and evolving  negotiations as two people deeply  in love with 
each other, deeply  in love with their work, and deeply  committed to caring for  two children, 
their family, their friends and the world serve as an example for all of us.

When I couldn’t figure out how to end these remarks,  I went back to my  mother’s essay  in Be-
tween Women about Virginia Woolf. My mother finished with these words about Woolf:

I will not end in a somber tone; for  one, Woolf herself would have abominated such a heavy 
note.  Twenty  days before her  death, Woolf wrote: I insist  upon spending this time to best  ad-
vantage. I will go down with my colors flying.

It is the flying colors I will look for in my changing encounters with this remarkable woman.

ELIZABETH RUDDICK

Spring and Fall
to a Young Child
-- Gerard Manley Hopkins

Márgarét, áre you gríeving 
Over Goldengrove unleaving? 
Leáves, líke the things of man, you 
With your fresh thoughts care for, can you? 
Áh! ás the heart grows older 
It will come to such sights colder 
By and by, nor spare a sigh 
Though worlds of wanwood leafmeal lie; 
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And yet you wíll weep and know why. 
Now no matter, child, the name: 
Sórrow’s spríngs áre the same. 
Nor mouth had, no nor mind, expressed 
What heart heard of, ghost guessed: 
It ís the blight man was born for, 
It is Margaret you mourn for.

My  mother loved poetry. She loved to read it and to share it. The first poem she asked me to 
memorize was “Spring and Fall.” I was puzzled by  the poem. I did not  remember grieving over 
the unleaving of the four trees in the sidewalk in front of our building, and my  mother had to 
explain that I did not need to be afraid of the ghost  in  the poem—that this was just another 
word for the soul (a concept not  much  mentioned in our house). But I was ten, about Marga-
ret’s age, and it was a beautiful poem.

My  mother’s love for poetry  exemplified her gift for valuing those with whom  she strongly  dis-
agreed.  The next Hopkins poem  she showed me was “Heaven Haven: A Nun Takes the Veil,” 
which celebrated a Christian spirituality  that  she had long since rejected but that she could still 
appreciate as beautiful. She treasured Yeats’ “Lapis Lazuli”—and I gave her  lapis lazuli jewelry 
for many  years because of it—for  the poem’s celebration of joy  in the midst of struggle and 
tragedy, in spite of its contempt for “hysterical women” who worry too much about war.

In this way, my  mother’s response to poetry  exemplified her  profound tolerance, a tolerance 
she extended to her friends and family  even in times of the strongest  disagreements.  Many  of 
us, I suspect,  will have memories of differences that could have led to estrangement, and 
probably  would have with  any- one else, but with her never did. As she was dying, we agreed 
that we had no need for final revelations and reconciliations.  We had already  fought over 
every- thing we needed to fight over, had told each other everything we needed to tell.

Those of us who had the chance to visit  my  mother  during  her last few months will always 
share with  each other the poems she shared with us. To help remember  the best of those times, 
I will close with her favorite new poem of 2011, Jo Shapcott’s “Somewhat Unravelled.”

Auntie stands by the kettle, looking at the kettle
and says, help me, help me, where is the kettle?
I say, little auntie, the curlicues and hopscotch grids
unfurling in your brain have hidden it from you. Let me
make you a cup of tea. She says ah ha! but I do 
my crossword, don't I, OK not the difficult one, the one
with the wasname? Cryptic clues. Not that. I say,
auntie, little auntie , we were never cryptic
so let's not start now. I appreciate your straight-on talk,
the built-up toilet seats, the way you wish poetry
were just my hobby, our cruises on the stair lift,
your concern about my weight, the special seat in the bath.
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We know where we are.  She says, nurse told me I
should furniture-walk around the house, holding on to it.
I say, little auntie you are a plump armchair
in flight, a kitchen table on a difficult hike without boots,
you do the sideboard crawl like no one else, you are a sofa
rumba, you go to sleep like a rug.  She says,
I don’t like eating.  Just as well you’ve got
a good appetite. I say littlest auntie, my very little auntie
(because she is shrinking now, in front of me)
let me cook for you, a meal so wholesome and blimmin’
pungent with garlic you will dance on it and
eat it through your feet.  Then she says don’t you
ever want to go to market  and get lost
in pots, fruit and random fabric? Don’t you
want to experiment with rain, hide out in storms,
cover your body with a layer only one raindrop
thick?  Don’t you want to sell your nail-clippings
online?  She says, look at you, with all your language 
you never became the flower your mother
wanted but it’s not too late, come with me
and rootle in the earth outside my front window, 
set yourself in the special bed, the one only
wasname is allowed to garden and we will practise
opening and closing and we’ll follow the sun
with our faces until the cows come home.

We will weep, and know why.  

LYDIA RUDDICK SCHULMAN

I don’t have one specific memory  of my  grandmother. I remember odd things,  bits and 
snatches of conversations. I remember how she comforted me, when I complained about hav-
ing wide feet, by  saying that it was society  who told me it  was wrong. She would send me fre-
quent  e-mails, no matter  how young I was, regarding deep philosophical questions. She always 
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respected my  opinions, and never looked down on them  or me. When she got even sicker than 
before and landed in the hospital,  she somehow became more caring, which I don’t  think any  of 
us knew was possible. All she was ever  worried about was making  sure that everyone else was 
okay, even when she wasn’t. My  grandmother was the most kind, compassionate, and loving 
person that I have ever known. I don’t think I’ll ever stop missing her. A  long time ago, she 
asked my  opinion about a quote that went “Better  to have loved and lost, than to never have 
loved at all.”  At the time,  I argued against  it. Now having loved and lost  my  grandmother, and 
having all of my  precious scattered memories, I know I was wrong all that time ago. I’ll never 
stop loving you Grammy, and I am so grateful that I had the chance to love you.

CHRIS LOOP & BARBARA OWEN

Our sister Sally  was the most loving, compassionate woman, who, no matter  what her troubles 
were, was always there for someone else in trouble. While some in our family  didn’t always 
agree with Sally, we had to admire her moral compass,  her  ethics, her basic beliefs, and how 
she never  strayed, no matter  who or what was put in her path. Her children have these same 
virtues, and every  time we see Hal or  Lizza, we know Sally  is still with us. She loved us and 
many  people steadily  and deeply, but we will long remember  Sally’s and Bill’s 50th  wedding 
anniversary  gathering. To see two people able to celebrate such a mile- stone, surrounded by 
friends and family, “beaming with love,”  which is the defi- nition of TRUE LOVE! Sally,  we will 
always try  to “Resist Regret” and will never forget where we got those words (even after they 
have faded from the memorial T-shirts we copied from Hilde’s earlier NEH Seminar version).
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ART CHANG

When I was a Yale sophomore, I announced my  choice of Women’s Studies as a major  and had 
the following conversation with my mother:

My mother: “Do you know who your mother is?”
Me: [silence]
My mother: “It’s not Sally!”
Me: “I know.” [sigh]
My mother: “I’m your mother!!!”
Me: “I know.” [heavier sigh]

I first met Sally  the prior year when Hal, her son and my  best friend, brought me from New 
Haven to meet his family  in New York.  It was the first  of many  trips and a trip of many  firsts: 
Grand Central station, the NYC subway  (#6), Broadway-Lafayette station,  Forrest Myers’ The 
Wall sculpture, the Village, Bleecker Street. I was greeted by  the first  doorman I ever met,  rode 
the elevator to the 27th floor in the first high-rise I’d ever  visited, walked into the first (and 
perhaps messiest!) apartment I’d ever seen, and was captivated by  the setting sun over the 
Lower Manhattan skyscape and the Hudson River. 

Later, we took the elevator down to the street, walked to Taste of India (people walk to dinner!) 
for my  first  dinner in New York, my  first Indian meal ever, and my  first dinner out with an-
other family. We sat in the window. We talked. How are you? What do you think of the tan-
doori? Some poori? What are people like? What are people thinking about? How are YOU? 
How ARE you? For  the first  time in my  life, I experienced the dynamics of a  simple family  din-
ner, the conversation, the laughter, the warmth, the love. 

That night, after the others were asleep, I walked into the Ruddick’s living room  and sat for 
hours absorbing the spectacular view, immersed in the afterglow  of a magical, momentous 
evening. It was as if I had walked into a  dream brought to life. A doorway  had opened and I was 
choosing to walk through it, away  from a world of simmering tension, pregnant with latent ex-
plosions of rage and violence, away  from terror and fear,  toward independence and self-
determination. 

That first dinner with the Ruddick family, I recall the way  Sally  looked at  me. Her gaze seemed 
to have a soothing but intense coolness, calming for its dispassion  and objectiveness. As she 
did so many  times over the ensuing years, she probably  leaned over  a little bit to start a ques-
tion, while fixing me with that gaze. 

Let me speak about objectivity  for  a  moment. In my  life it felt that people helped me for  two 
reasons: to achieve my  potential (at which I was obviously  falling short) or to address my 
weaknesses.  Sally’s talent  for dispassion had the deeply  calming effect that I get from  swim-
ming in calm  ocean waters. It wasn’t  about the future or  the past. It  was deeply  present. In se-
rious conversation, she gave no quarter  and expected none.  There could be no greater respect, 
nor better refuge from the storms of my past. 
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I was so pleased that I had Women’s Studies in common with  her,  for it opened the door to the 
most wonderful conversations.  More importantly, I felt a  kindred spirit in my  search for  an in-
tegrated world view, uniting the personal and political,  where striving to do the objectively 
right thing was what mattered. 

This week, with Sally’s death, it’s as if I’m 19 all over again. I see that first  weekend with the 
technicolor  vividness of my  19-year-old eyes. And, I’ve been set on  fire with the incendiary 
rawness of my  19-year-old emotions.  I’ve cried myself to sleep each  night since Nina emailed 
me with the news of Sally’s death.  I’ve become reacquainted with myself as the young man 
who visited New York for the first time, who fell into the loving embrace of a great family.

My  mother was correct. Sally  was not  my  mother, but she was something more. I am  but one of 
thousands who have had the good fortune to have been deeply  affected by  Sally. She lives on 
inside us.

Bill, Hal, and Lizza, I can’t think of Sally  without thinking of you, for you four were inseparable 
in  my  mind. I can’t imagine the depth of your sorrow  but am so glad I could be there with you 
to celebrate her  life. I have treasured your friendship and love over these past  30 years and feel 
for your loss.  

AMELIE RORTY

My  memories of Sally  gravitate to our conversations at  the round table in  Bleecker Street and 
the sun-filled tables in Bellport. The richness and intensities of those conversations continued 
over many  years: we would start where we left off, and then Sally  would raise a question that 
turned us to reviewing and revising the Big  Questions. She was never content with  quick, glib 
or easy  answers. Sally  was one of the most persistently  thoughtful persons I have known: all 
her  experience seemed thought-filled, critically  and constructively  reflective. Her indignant 
suspicion of academic and professional philosophy  was an expression of her commitment to 
the real thing: Sally  lived the examined life.  Her  thought— her  everyday  experiences—were im-
bued with a  moral sense. In all  the many  years I knew her,  I never heard Sally  make a petty  or a 
small-minded remark. She was not content with  merely  naming and condemning injustice: she 
tracked down its psychological sources and institutional structures; her indignation challenged 
us to combat  it.  She devoted herself to writing and editing work that has changed the moral 
landscape. She helped us to understand the wide scope of our hidden and subtle complicity  in 
cruelty  and war. With all of that, and the courage and generosity  that went with it, she had a 
practical side: she knew how to make herself, her  friends and her  causes heard. Yet for all her 
sternness, Sally  had a literary  and lyrical bent.  She immersed herself in the world of Virginia 
Woolf; she read and loved poetry.

Sally—her  way  of living and thinking—meant a great deal to me: she exemplified a way  of living 
that has affected me greatly. I miss her—shall always miss her—deeply.
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GAIL BRAGG

I first  studied with Sally  thirty-five years ago as a  17-year  old New School Freshman Year Pro-
gram student, in an  introductory  Philosophy  class.  Like many  students in the Freshman Year 
Program  I was new  to city  life, college life and intellectual life.  Certainly  the study  of Philoso-
phy  was new  to me.  All of this newness could feel overwhelming, and finding my  footing was at 
times a struggle.  Something I could not have put into words at  the time was that Sally’s teach-
ing strengthened the notion that thoughts,  and therefore experiences, that  initially  were com-
plex and even seemingly  contradictory, could be made sense of.  When I returned to the New 
School after  a sophomore year, it  was in part to continue to study  with Sally.  That year she in-
troduced her students to the works of Virginia Woolf and Simone Weil.  This was my  first  expe-
rience of intellectual life being the same as life itself.  I have large parts of these writers works 
by  heart, because they  were and are “experience near.”  Equally  “experience near”  were further 
classes in  feminist philosophy,  which were essential in ordering my  perceptions into thoughts 
and developing thoughts into ideas.  I also had the privilege of student teaching with  Sally 
those same introductory philosophy classes to what was then the Seminar College.  

After graduating from the New  School I have earned two Masters’ degrees and a certificate in 
psychoanalysis, a number  of years of education that I don’t want to count.  I have never learned 
as much from any instructor. 

From  the time I first knew her, I have always felt 
that Sara Ruddick was one of the sanest people I’ve 
known.  Sane by  virtue of being able to see into the 
heart of a tangled political issue, personal situation 
or more abstract idea, and sort out what was essen-
tial, what was peripheral,  what was misleading or 
distracting; and then  to value the aspects that were 
true, beneficial and usable. 

Something I didn’t fully  realize until thinking about 
Sally  shortly  before she passed away  is that she 
may  be the most generous person I have ever en-
countered.  She shared with  me an enormous 
amount of her time, her  thoughts, her ideas, her 
own work, her “attention” in Simone Weil’s sense 
of the word, as well as her kindness, patience,  good 
humor and wit.   I, and we, have lost a rare and true 
friend.  While I will always be deeply  grateful for 
her  presence in  my  life, I will always miss her  pro-
foundly.
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JOHN MAGISANO

When I was an  undergraduate at the Seminar College, I had several professors who had pro-
found influences on me… Interesting that they  were all women.  I either had bad experiences or 
barely  remember the male professors I had.   My  impression of those years and those influ-
ences is dramatic: Some teachers tore me to shreds, forcing me to deconstruct  my  whole life 
and my  understanding of the world.  The rest, including Sally, helped me put myself back to-
gether, with a clearer understanding of who I was.  

One incident that illustrates this drama in my  memory  was the time that  Carol Cohn invited 
the faculty  from  the U.S.  Army  War  College to come to the New School, ostensibly  for  us to get 
inside the "militarist" mindset.  As good little leftists, we wanted to "dialogue" with them, un-
derstand them, and possibly  get them to see how their  ways of living were going to lead us into 
nuclear  Armageddon and death. (Oh my, we were just so earnest!)  We actually  had a  week of 
activities with  them, getting to know and even like them, and also coming to understand how 
little we actually  knew about the military, its strategy  and goals, the culture and mindset  so 
alien from our  own.  Our  earnest  questions of how  to engage in peace-making, how to stop the 
inevitable march to nuclear holocaust, and how to stop the war in  Central America were com-
plicated by the fact these men were real human beings with good intentions.

The climax of this week of activities came when an open forum was organized to have these 
men on a panel to discuss some particular aspect of military  policy, I can't remember  what it 
was.  But word had gotten out to the larger  community,  perhaps through the Graduate Faculty 
to organizations such as CISPES (Committee in Solidarity  with the People of El Salvador) and 
USOCA (US Out of Central America) that  this was happening, and a cadre of activists came to 
the event, shouted down the military  men, through bloody  chicken bones at them  and shouted, 
"Los Imperialistas! No Pasaran!" This was totally  shocking to us.  While all of us opposed the 
war in Central America and nuclear policy,  we still felt  it valuable to engage in dialogue with 
these men and felt  that  this was a safe place to do so.  We were traumatized by  the attacks not 
only  on our  guests, but on us as "collaborators."  The military  men got up and left the event, 
and shouting and arguing ensued between us and these outside activists.  

While this was happening, Sally  thought it  important that the voice of the Seminar College stu-
dents not be lost in this fracas.  She went to the front of the room  and commandeered the mi-
crophone, and said that she wanted to hear from the students, and ask if there a student willing 
to speak.  Not wanting to let Sally  down, I got up and went to the front and was ready  to say 
something when a  woman grabbed the microphone from me and started shouting about  how 
nonviolence was bourgeois.  "If your sister was raped, would you be nonviolent!?" she asked.  
Sally  was not  about  to let her  take over  the meeting and she gently  kept her hands on the mi-
crophone, refusing to give in.  She gently  wrestled the microphone away  from the woman, and 
gave it back to me.  At this point, however, I was so overwhelmed with the conflict and so horri-
fied with being silenced by  these tactics that  I was tongue-tied.  While I may  have babbled 
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something, I have no recollection of what it was.  I just sat down and I think I cried.

This was quintessential Sally  for me. She valued ideas and words, and was determined to give 
people as much opportunity  as possible to voice their opinions and thoughts.  As I have said to 
people when talking about Sally, "she could talk about  thinking, and talk about thinking about 
thinking, and make it plain enough for everyone to understand."  Not many  have that gift,  but 
Sally definitely did. 

RAYNA RAPP

In the mid-70s, Sally  Ruddick welcomed me –a beginning anthropologist—into her amazing 
working group with what I later  came to recognize as her usual profound generosity  and clear-
sightedness.  The group’s stories were precursors to “Working It  Out”, the book she was then 
editing with  Pamela Daniels which served as a  bible for my  generation of burgeoning feminists. 
Sally  enabled us to meld what was then our trusted method of consciousness-raising with an 
assertion of the importance of our  individual and collective work.   From Sally  and the wonder-
ful women she wove together, I learned a lot about taking my  work seriously: she helped us to 
think deeply  about the intimacy  of our chosen projects, their  rhythms, how to clarify  goals and 
aspirations, the importance of believing in  our collective purpose and power.  It was the best 
training a nascent women’s studies scholar could have had, fusing personal insight with  the 
importance of forging a field.  Later, Maternal Thinking/ the Politics of Peace would propel 
Sally’s work to center  stage for revisioning the scholarly  and ethical world as if maternal prac-
tices mattered.   But I was very  lucky  to have learned about discipline,  focus and collective ethi-
cal commitment by “working it out” under Sally’s tutelage. 

Over  the years, I was privileged to work with Sally  at  the New  School, and to count Sally  and 
Bill among my  friends.   I remain forever  influenced by  her humor, her  generosity, her  stiff-
upper lip insistence that we analyze the hand we’ve been dealt: Sally  taught us to make the best 
case both intellectually  and emotionally  for how  our  analysis counts in changing the world in 
which we operate.  Gratitude to you, Sally, for your generous intellect and warm friendship. 

JANE LAZARRE

Sally  Ruddick changed my  life. Her thinking taught me how to think differently.  Her emotional 
life,  with its many  bridges to mine, yet also with wide chasms of difference between us, en-
hanced and educated me in the range of feelings experienced by  us humans, even those who 
are very  close to each other. Her utter  authenticity  and emotional generosity  were models for 
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me, when I told her  the truth  despite argument, when she utterly  confused me, when I guiltily 
lied, when I passionately agreed, or when I was simply silent in her clarifying insights.

Sally  was a  woman of conscious and deeply  explored conflicts, who dis- liked conflict and hated 
armed conflict, and who wrote again and again to try  to resolve intellect and feeling, which for 
her  often meant  conflict within. But she faced it bravely, with  uncommon courage and deter-
mined desire. She felt things deeply, as deeply  and personally  as anyone I have ever  known, 
whether  love and admiration for friends, children, grandchildren, students,  colleagues,  and 
above all her husband and life companion, Bill, or  for  public figures, like Woolf, Nelson Man-
dela, Martin Luther  King, and President Obama, who despite her disappointments and severe 
differences, especially  in his war policies, she could,  in her words, in a way, not stop loving. She 
asked me once if I thought of him  as a kind of husband, or  brother, and I responded, more like 
a son. She loved that, and kept quoting it to me, though I was embarrassed by it.

In her teaching at the Seminar College,  Sally  counted on passion grounded in knowledge and 
serious thought, on conversation with others, on reading  and rereading texts, on listening to 
student voices in  order to learn anew—a progressive, a radical approach to teaching.  These, for 
her, counted far more than formal graduate study, though she loved that too,  and taught and 
learned in  the academy, and would not diminish it, even as she became one of its more enlight-
ened critics.

During her  last months, I witnessed her incredible courage, as I had during the decades of her 
increasing illness. She had praise for every  stranger who helped her: cab drivers, waiters,  peo-
ple on the street who paused so she could move with her walker; for  her  helpers in her illness; 
for her dearest friends who accompanied her through the illness. I will never forget  or  cease to 
be moved by  her famous generosity, not  only  of money—though of that too—but also of the 
beautiful Bellport, shared with her  friends and Bill’s,  of her attention, her  undivided,  attentive 
love—for her children and grandchildren, her  son-in-law and daughter-in-law  and their  fami-
lies, and for  her  beloved companion of more than fifty  years, Bill, the incomparable man she 
lived and learned with.

In many  ways, she had the soul of a poet,  loving emotion, loving thought, thinking and feeling, 
feeling  and thinking. As she lay  dying, she thought  of how to protect others from  her own pain 
and sorrow, but  also about how  to insist on what she needed and wanted. She spoke truth to 
power, always, and always in  a deep and true radical voice—to academic power, to state power, 
to medical power, to the end.

I will miss her friendship. I hear her voice every day.
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EVELYN FOX KELLER

Sally  is gone.   And for her  friends, her passing means a loss of part  of us as well.  It  leaves a 
hole in our  present and future lives.  But not so with regard to our  pasts.  There, in  our recollec-
tions of times past, our memories keep Sally young, vibrant, healthy --still safe.   

For  me, memory  brings Sally  back in the prime of our lives – a time that,  in many  ways, was 
also the most critical period of our lives.  Equally, it was a critical period of history.   We lived 
through  the late 60’s and first  half of the 70’s in a  semi-communal living arrangement, sharing 
child care and cooking, our  muddles over  the demands of parenting, the effort to start a new 
school for our  children, throwing both  apartments open to gigantic parties bathed in psyche-
delic lights, and much,  much more.  We talked endlessly  about our various sorts of ambiva-
lence toward what  we called ‘work’ – i. e., to the activities for  which  our training had prepared 
us and hence, we felt, obliged us to pursue, despite the fact that, as women, we were effectively 
barred from  full membership in those professional worlds.   But  perhaps what most  clearly  situ-
ated us in  time was our immersion in the struggles and excitement of second wave feminism 
and the rise of feminist theory.  In a  word, we were young mothers struggling to “work it  out,” 
and doing so in the midst of a great  historical juncture,  simultaneously  contributing to and 
benefiting  from the movement that would take us from  our comings of age in the repressive 
1950’s to the emancipated 80’s.  And in daily  and ongoing conversations, fitted into the inter-
stices of our  busy  lives, we sought tirelessly  to make sense of what it all meant.  Consciousness 
raising was our daily routine.

Sally  brought so many  virtues to this joint venture of ours that I scarcely  know where to begin.  
Some of these were so beyond my  experience that I needed to learn, to be taught,  that  they 
even were virtues.  Take,  e.g., the habit  of cheerfulness.   Of course, I could see that Sally  was 
generally  quite cheerful, but I only  began to see that as a  virtue after one day  hearing Bill name 
it  as such.  What a startling idea!  Indeed, a revelation. In my  constitutionally  dour  world, 
cheerfulness -- while certainly  pleasant  enough when encountered -- had little place, let alone 
justification.  Reality  was just too grim.   And it had simply  never occurred to me either  that 
cheerfulness could be a  conscious stance – as it were, a choice -- or that adopting that stance 
could make the world just a  little bit  better for  those around one, and hence, that its cultivation 
is a virtue. What Bill didn’t say  is that the practice of cheerfulness is also an art, one at which 
Sally excelled, but alas, that I never quite mastered. 

I’m not at all sure what I brought -- perhaps a  certain practical sense about the workings of 
daily  life.   Sally  was a philosopher by  nature as well as by  training,  and she was higher minded.  
And as if juxtaposed with my  practical sense, she brought an extraordinarily  well-honed moral 
sense, a  virtue that will  be clearly  recognized by  everyone who knew her.  Do not misunder-
stand me, she was never  judgmental; she certainly  did not pass judgment on those who were 
close to her.  But she did view the world through a moral lens, always reflecting on the moral 
implications of every  action and argument.   And by  her example,  she set a very  high bar.  It  was 
hard to avoid measuring oneself against  that standard, and perhaps inevitably, I could not help 
worrying about falling short. 
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But the virtues that may  have been most fundamental to our  endeavor (certainly  they  were the 
most immediately  relevant) I might  call her “maternal virtues.”  Mothering was at the center  of 
our lives; it preoccupied virtually  all of our  thoughts.   But, unlike me, Sally  came to the task 
somewhat prepared; she came with the experience of what  it  meant to have been mothered, 
and provided a kind of bedrock for  our commune,  a center to which all the children – mine as 
well as hers -- were always drawn.  As so was I.    It would be hard to say  who loved Sally  more, 
my children or I. 

Certainly,  I learned an enormous amount from  her.  But I recall the process by  which we came 
to mend the breach between our  personal and professional lives,  the ways in which we gradu-
ally  learned to integrate the domains of home and work, as a  joint process of learning together.  
For  both of us – as for  so many  others caught  up in and empowered by  the challenge of extract-
ing feminist ‘theory’ from  feminist politics -- it meant redefining both the meaning and nature 
of work, indeed it meant reinventing our ‘professions.’   For both of us, it  meant  thinking  about 
what we were learning from our daily  diet of mothering  and consciousness raising, and holding 
up our new understandings against  the traditions in which we had been professionally  trained.  
And soon, learning to write about what it was that we most deeply  cared about, groping to craft 
for ourselves a new  kind of ‘work.’  We were a mutual support group,  each of us reading every-
thing the other wrote, always discussing, questioning, suggesting,  criticizing, and arguing.  And 
out of these daily exchanges, we slowly grew our new professional identities. 

I like to think that the impetus for Working it  Out was born in these conversations, along with 
Sally’s early  work on Maternal Thinking.  I know  that my  own work on Gender and Science 
was.  These were extraordinary  times, and for me, they  remain indelibly  imbued with Sally’s 
voice, her presence.   And because they  were also formative times, she lives on not only  in  my 
memories, but in me, as part of the person I became. 

LINDA MARTÍN ALCOFF

Sally  Ruddick’s writings played a significant role in  many  women’s lives in the academy,  inside 
and outside philosophy. The interdisciplinary  collection she co-edited with  Pamela Daniels and 
published in 1977, called Working It Out: 23 Women Writers, Artists and Scholars Talk about 
their Life and Work was, for  many  women I know, something of a  lifesaver  in graduate school. 
It  provided real-life confirmation of the difficulties that we experienced, as well as a group of 
heterogeneous models for how to face those difficulties down. It provided inspiration to keep 
trying and to hope that things might get  better. When Maternal Thinking came out some 
twelve years later, it had a  similar impact. A  new model for  philosophizing was suddenly  avail-
able. Philosophical work on everyday  practices, on women’s practices, was almost nonexistent. 
Wittgenstein used everyday  practices to beat philosophy  up,  to move away  from philosophy, 
while Sally  used them  to develop new  arguments and to validate mothers as,  first and foremost, 
knowers. It was a brilliant, careful and courageous work, going against the grain in feminist 
theory as well as epistemology. It is a classic.
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Some years later, I embarked on the foolhardy  effort of imitating Working It Out with a collec-
tion of women philosophers talking about their lives. The project hit a morass of fear  and con-
troversy  before it was published. I sought Sally  out for  editorial advice; she responded with ex-
treme generosity  and kind- ness, as well as seasoned political sense. She held my  hand; she 
showed the way. I am in her debt.

DIANA TIETJENS MEYERS

More than any  conversation—rich and probing as they  often were, more than any  of the help 
she gave me to improve my  thinking and my  writing—and there was lots of it, what I remember 
about Sally  is how it felt to be her  friend. I always felt  and still feel deeply  honored and grateful 
that we were friends. As everyone knows (or  should know), Sally’s contributions to philosophy 
shook the foundations of traditional ethics and substituted a superior understanding of how to 
live well.  As many  others know, she fully  lived the system  of values and virtues that she put 
forward in her published work. And,  yes, I admired her  for her accomplishments and her 
goodness. But my  feelings of honor  and gratitude aren’t  the feelings of someone who contem-
plates an extraordinary  person from a distance and feels small by  comparison. Nor are they  the 
feelings that  might  arise because someone takes pains to make sure you’re aware of her excel-
lences. Sally  never did anything  remotely  like that. Rather, my  feelings of honor and gratitude 
stemmed from what it was like to be with her.

Sally’s unsurpassable consideration for  others came out in different ways. As her condition 
worsened and she developed more and more motor tics, she worried that  these difficulties 
might be making me uncomfortable at  restaurants.  The last time I saw  her  only  a  couple of 
weeks before she died,  she worried that having her legs massaged while we chatted might 
bother me. Of course, none of this ever  bothered me except  in  the sense that  it  betrayed Sally’s 
suffering. All that mattered was to continue our friendship as best we could, even though her 
illness limited her endurance. Luckily  she could be counted on to protect me from  taxing her 
too much and to say when she needed to conclude a visit.

Sally’s forthcomingness about her needs brings to mind something else that I treasured about 
her—her  honesty. I found her honesty  idiosyncratic. I mean that she had a  knack for being 
honest  in ways that other people can’t. Five years ago I sent her a paper  for comments—a paper 
that I thought was pretty  polished. Over  dinner, we discussed some parts of it  at length, moved 
on to other topics, and then as we were about to leave the restaurant Sally  said something 
about the paper being “very  ambitious” and something about the paper I “would eventually 
write.” In no uncertain terms, she had told me what bad shape my  paper  was in,  and the paper 
is still in my  drawer  awaiting further revision.  Yet her tone was so casual, so unportentous that 
her criticism didn’t crush or sting me.

Sally  didn’t  gossip, but she did talk candidly  about people we both  knew who were embroiled in 
predicaments in which  the two of us had bit parts. Along those lines, she once made a comment 
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about a  mutual friend that took me aback because it  amounted to a fairly  serious reproach. On 
anyone else’s lips, it would have come off as preachy  or  snide or backbiting. No one but Sally 
could have told such a truth. Lacking the nasty  ulterior  motivations that would have compro-
mised the integrity  of her observation, Sally  could be as honest about her friends’ faults as she 
was insistent on their virtues. It wouldn’t  in the least surprise me to learn that she occasionally 
confided criticisms of my  shortcomings to other  friends, but I wouldn’t love her less for it.  I’d 
only be sad that she was probably right.

I’ve sketched these vignettes hoping that they  show  why  I feel honored and grateful to have 
been Sally’s friend.  Yet, honor and gratitude are humbling states of mind, so I hope I have also 
conveyed how valued Sally  made me feel. She was so generous and kind in the minutiae of her 
life that she expressed appreciation for my friendship while leaving me moved by tender awe.

DRUCILLA CORNELL AND MAUREEN MACGROGAN

Sally’s contributions to philosophy  and particularly  feminist  philosophy  were as significant as 
they were diverse. But for Sally feminism was also a way of living in all aspects of her life.

We were among those who benefitted from  Sally’s well-known ability  to make and sustain 
friendships in  later life. We met Sally  separately, in the course of our work, but for years we 
made up a regular  dinner  threesome at various Greenwich Village restaurants, most often 
North Square and Le Petit Bistro.  We had a pretty  set  routine. One or  both of us would meet 
Sally  at her apartment on Bleecker Street. We almost  always walked to the restaurant. Very  oc-
casion- ally  Sally  wanted to take a  taxi,  and then Bill would go to Houston Street to flag one 
down for us.

Sally  had many  interests enlivened by  strong convictions, and she loved conversation. What 
did we talk about? Not everything.  Not clothes, not shop- ping, not cooking. We talked a  lot 
about politics, the election of Barack Obama—and before that Obama versus Hillary  Clinton in 
the primaries. Sally was of course a huge Obama supporter. We talked a lot about South Africa,
especially  after Drucilla returned from  her two-plus-year stint teaching at  the University  of 
Cape Town and working with  the Constitutional Court. Sally  loved discussing politics,  and the 
search for a place to stand in  the ever-changing present.  We talked a lot about feminism, espe-
cially  feminist  philosophy. Sally  had always read everything, and she took a lively  interest in 
learning who was working on what. Especially  after Hilde Lindemann became editor of Hypa-
tia,  we discussed the journal a good deal, its importance for feminist  philosophers, the issues 
raised by the choices an editor needed to make.

The intensity  with  which  Sally  could focus on an issue was remarkable. She often held on to 
topics with the tenacity  of a  dog with a favorite bone. She was fascinated by  the issue of how to 
draw the line between editing and rewriting.  What might  seem a nitty-gritty  subject to others 
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was for  her a puzzle. And the puzzle connected up with wider questions (begin with  commas 
and end up with truth versus falsehood). This seriousness of hers brought to life aspects of phi-
losophy as a living practice that usually aren’t discussed.

When Hilde added the “Musings” column to Hypatia, she invited Drucilla to write one of the 
first  pieces. This became the centerpiece of a number of our  dinners, as Sally  had offered to edit 
an early  draft. We had always talked a lot  about editing and the role it plays in scholarship, a 
natural topic for  us as Maureen had in her  publishing days worked both with Sally  and with 
Drucilla  as authors. Sally  was mainly  a writer  and teacher,  but she genuinely  enjoyed the role of 
editor and the opportunity it provided to interact with other scholars.

Drucilla’s “Musings” piece touched on love and whether or not feminists had stayed true to 
their promise to rethink love. Sally  knew  herself to be fortunate in  her happy  marriage to Bill. 
But these conversations focused on love be- tween women, not so much romantic love as 
friendship. Here Sally  always stressed loyalty. Loyalty  included keeping up with  what was hap-
pening with other people,  but  discretion was crucial to her. She had seen  friendships fall before 
what she saw as unfair gossip and lack of discretion.

You knew that no one would ever say  anything unfair about you  in Sally’s presence. She was 
relentless in her insistence that we be loyal to one another  and stand behind one another even 
when that meant putting yourself on the line professionally.  Loyalty  demanded courage, and 
Sally had great courage.
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Sally  often spent summers out of the city. But as soon as Labor Day  rolled around we would 
expect her call to set up our first fall dinner. We are writing our  memories over  Labor Day  with 
a profound sadness that  this year the phone will not ring.  Sally’s death has left  such a hole in 
our lives.  There can be no replacement for  her intellect, for her support, and, yes, for  her  love. 
And yet we are grateful beyond words for  all those wonderful dinners together and for the gift 
of her friendship.

HILDE LINDEMANN

Sally  was one of the best editors I’ve ever  known. I’m  sure it’s not the first thing about her  to 
spring  to your mind, or  the second or third thing either.  But I want  to memorialize Sally  by 
talking about it  because her way  of editing was so re- markable, of a piece with how remarkable 
she was overall. It’s one of the many reasons I loved her.

In 1998 I was writing my  dissertation on a topic in feminist philosophy, and Sally,  who was un-
stintingly  generous with her time, offered to read and comment on each chapter as I wrote it. 
In astonished gratitude I took her up on this, and between her and Margaret Walker, who di-
rected the dissertation,  I managed to draft  the first two chapters in a reasonably  creditable 
fashion.

But then came Chapter Three. I sent it to Margaret, who gently  but firmly  showed me that it 
was a mess. So I revised it painstakingly, several times, engaging the scholarly  literature ever 
more deeply  on the issues the chapter dealt with. But with each revision I got  myself tangled 
into more knots,  until I despaired of ever becoming  a philosopher at all.  I felt stupid and in-
adequate, and because I couldn’t bear to inflict the chapter on Margaret yet  again, I sent it to 
Sally.  I didn’t save the e-mail she sent me two days later,  but I’ll never forget the gist of it: “I 
don’t want  to know so much about what Marcel Lieberman has to say. What do you have to 
say?”

That dislodged something. In the e-mails we exchanged just after, I was able to tell her exactly 
what I wanted to say, and she skillfully  showed me how to structure the argument so that I 
would actually  be saying it. I finished the chapter  to Margaret’s satisfaction and the rest  of the 
dissertation went more smoothly.  Sally  had freed me—freed my  tongue and my  fingers and my 
thoughts so that I could actually  start doing philosophy  instead of just reporting what others 
had done. I’ve always been grateful to her for liberating me from the tongue-tied tangle I got 
into.

At about  that same time, Maureen MacGrogan, who had just  left Routledge for Rowman & Lit-
tlefield, asked me to edit a book series in feminist philosophy  for her, and I told her  I’d do it if 
Sally  was willing to be my  coeditor.  Sally  agreed,  and as we worked together on the series I be-
gan to see that the way  she’d freed me had its roots in a kind of warm  and deep interest in peo-
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ple. She really  wanted to know what  our authors were thinking. And because she cared about 
that, she could help them free up those thoughts—get the infelicities, tangents, and bad argu-
ments out of the way so that their ideas could find their full expression.

Just as importantly,  she never got in the way  either. She never tried to impose her own ideas on 
our authors, or  reshape their  books in  the way  she thought they  should go. Having been an edi-
tor  myself all my  adult  life, I can tell you how hard it is not  to do that. There is a tendency  on 
the part of every  editor to let her own shadow fall on her  authors’ pages. But Sally  didn’t seem 
to be tempted that way, or if she was, she resisted that temptation. Because she was more in-
terested in what other  people thought than in asserting her own importance, she could stand 
clear and listen to what they were trying to say.

I think she was so good at fixing  people’s messy  third chapters because her  own authorial voice 
was so sure and strong. You  felt  that if she thought you  had something to say, you  would be 
able to say  it. If you pressed her, she would tell you what she thought about something, but her 
characteristic conversational mode was to ask you questions rather than lay  down her  own 
opinions. And that,  I think, is what made her such a good editor—she was more interested in 
hearing your ideas than in getting  you to see that she was right about something. I think it’s 
also, by  the way, what makes a  good philosopher, but that’s a  conversation for  another occa-
sion.

Sally  told wonderful stories about the people she knew, and here too what always struck me 
was how deep an interest she took in them. In  all of our many  conversations, on  the phone or 
face to face, I remember her reproaching me only  on the few occasions when I said something 
dismissive of someone. Then she’d pull me up sharply, and show me what it was about the per-
son that should have been worth my  attention. She’d do that with manuscripts too. When we’d 
talk over  a submission we had real doubts about, she’d point out its strengths—not in any  Pol-
lyannaish way  that glossed over its failings, but in a way  that let me see that there was some-
thing there after  all that might become more visible if the clutter was removed. There weren’t 
too many  manuscripts she thought were hopeless, but even when we had to write a  letter of re-
jection she could always find a way to give the author some kind of confidence in her voice.

She had no patience with self-importance, and I think that too came out of her interest in peo-
ple: if you think you  are more important than those around you, you are going to miss a good 
deal of what’s important  about them. After 9/11, I remember, she borrowed a phrase from her 
beloved Virginia  Woolf to describe the puffed-up pundits and pronouncers who seemed to be 
everywhere just then: they  were, she said, using their “loudspeaker voices.” She discouraged 
our authors in the series from using those voices,  but she was especially  vigilant about that 
when I was editing Hypatia, and she and Joan Callahan guest edited the special issue on het-
erosexism—a topic about which, she thought, it was particularly  easy  to like one’s own views 
very much indeed.

I suppose, at bottom, her editing was of a piece with her ethic of care. Out of her  own strength 
she saw what—or who—was there to be cared about, did what was necessary  to help it along, 
and then stood back so it could be its best and fullest self.  I learned so much from  Sally, about 
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writing and thinking and caring about things. And now she’s no longer there to help me see the 
world through her  eyes, to ask me questions or  think of me sometimes. I still look for her 
around every corner, and probably shall for years to come. She was inexpressibly dear to me.

VIRGINIA VALIAN

In an e-mail to me in 2004, Sally  wrote,  “Let me know what you think about anything. I am in-
terested in it all.”  That seems to capture so many  things about Sally. Sally  led a considered and 
unified life, in which her thinking, her life,  and her work were tightly  entwined. She was open 
to new ideas. She was committed to truth, however  uncomfortable and unpleasant it might be, 
and welcomed new ideas as vehicles for deeper understanding. She delved into the moral im-
plications of statements and positions.

Sally  and Pamela Daniels edited a  book called Working It Out: 23 Women Writers, Artists, 
Scientists, and Scholars Talk about Their Lives and Work.  The mere conception of this book, 
in  1977,  was new. This was a  book by  women about their identities as people who worked, or 
wanted to work, or  thought they  wanted to work, at  meaningful jobs. Sally  told me how  much 
difficulty  she and Pamela  were having finding a publisher. Publishers wondered why  anyone 
would want to read the personal stories of twenty-three women, at least twenty  of whom  no 
one had ever heard of.  But that was the point. Sally  and Pamela wanted the world to hear the 
voices of women whose names weren’t a household word, women who struggled to live a whole 
life,  including doing creative work. As they  say  in their preface,  “By  describing our conflicts 
about work and our resistances to it,  by  relating  not only  instances of outrageous institutional 
discrimination but our  own inner prejudices against  ourselves, we may  illuminate the generic 
aspects of any  individual woman’s ambivalence and confusion.”  They  wrote further, “we are 
concerned with the value and purpose of work rather than with its ostensive reward, with dis-
cipline and commitment rather than with success.”

Sally’s own contribution to the book A Work of One’s Own, and its successor, “New Combina-
tions: Learning from Virginia Woolf,” in Between Women, beautifully  describe how she came 
to be herself, how she came to discard certain assumptions about who she could be, how she 
came to define her subject matter  and her place in the world. As an example of an unpalatable 
personal truth that Sally  faced, she writes of being able to start  organizing her thesis almost ex-
actly  when she learned she was pregnant.  As she puzzles over this con- junction, we can see 
someone who will one day  think more deeply  about the “infant care [that] was, in itself, inspir-
iting work which bred a general self- confidence.” Sally’s ideas, once she put what she called 
“professional philosophy” to one side, were strikingly  original, from  her  work on Virginia 
Woolf to her work on maternal thinking to her work on peace.

Although I present those as three different  topics, Sally  unified them. Where there was no dis-
cipline, she created one. As she frequently  said when asked about maternal thinking, “I made it 
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up,” a  statement that is simultaneously  modest and bold. Sally  made the personal philosophi-
cal.

Sally  and I thought very  differently,  and our discussions invigorated and challenged me. Be-
cause of Sally  I read many  works and engaged many  ideas that  I otherwise would not have en-
countered. Simone Weil is one example. At  Sally’s suggestion I read some of Weil and a  biogra-
phy  of her. Sally  met my  subsequent irritations and exasperations calmly, laying out the big 
picture in which my  objections had a place but did not invalidate the enterprise. Sally  herself 
had struggled with Weil, as she recounts in her piece in Between Women, and to understand 
her  better, and in the whole, taught a  course on Weil and Woolf. That  is so admirable! Sally  had 
a life work that she was constantly “making up.”

I often felt  I came up short in the ethics department  during our  conversations. Sally  thought 
through  her  ethical positions, as she thought  through  every- thing. In one discussion she re-
called my  having said, twenty  years earlier, that on the one hand I thought  abortion  should be 
freely  available with no restrictions,  even if the woman only  thought it  would interfere with her 
going skiing, but on the other hand I thought it  was wrong. I was mortified to think that that 
glib statement had lingered in Sally’s mind for  twenty  years.  No, Sally  said, she didn’t  think it 
was glib; she thought it represented how two poles of thinking could co- exist side by  side.  No 
wonder students thought Sally was a great teacher.

But I have portrayed Sally  much too one-sidedly. In talking about being at Dartmouth,  where 
Bill had a job and she did not, she writes dryly, “It was at  Dartmouth that I learned the distinc-
tion, now  familiar, between people and wives.” Sally  made many  such sharp and funny  obser-
vations. Her friends’ and acquaintances’ idiosyncrasies delighted her  and she would laugh  as 
she retold them.

In one correspondence in 2007  I had written to Sally  about trying to make a decision by  won-
dering what I would do if I had three years to live. She responded by  musing on that theme and 
wrote, “If I had a few months left I would spend them like I spent tonight, celebrating the past, 
presenting a complicated life in  the most positive way  possible and then feeling and believing 
in  the love deeply, knowing that there is something of a willful willed vision there.  Then I 
would spend time at  some really  good movies like The Lives of Others. I have no trouble con-
tinuing the list...”

VIRGINIA HELD

I am  often  reminded of how transformational Sally’s early  paper  on maternal thinking was 
(“Maternal Thinking,” 1980). For many  of us,  it led to thinking entirely  differently  about activi-
ties like bringing up children, and then about what we ought to be doing in all sorts of contexts.
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Sally  and I exchanged views quite often in those days, and later, as we gradually  tried to inte-
grate our experience as mothers into our thinking lives. It was a slow process.

As I tried to describe it,  before this I did not imagine that what I did as a mother was in any 
way  relevant to what I tried to do as a  philosopher, or even as a thinking being, and I think I 
was somewhat typical in this respect. The culture as so far developed, and philosophy, when 
they  paid any  attention to mothering  at  all,  assimilated it  to the sphere of “nature,” with human 
mothers supposedly  bringing up children by  instinct, or “naturally.” That was certainly  not  how 
it felt, but until Sally articulated a better view, we had no idea of its philosophical relevance.

I had tried the year before to apply  principles of equality  to the question of why  women were 
expected to do all or most of the childcare and housework.  That  paper  appeared in a collection 
dealing with issues of the family  of which  Bill was one of the editors, which impressed me 
greatly. My  discussion now seems to me very  primitive and unsatisfactory, but the hostility  it 
elicited from many  male philosophers who heard that paper was an  indication of how little the 
situation I was challenging was being questioned.

Sally  meanwhile was applying Habermas’ idea that thinking grows out of practice to the activ-
ity  of mothering. The way  she described the standards of this practice, and the “preservative 
love”  involved, was eye-opening. Like the best of philosophy, she was showing us something we 
had been looking at every  day  but not  seeing, as, in the early  days of this wave of feminism, the 
gender  domination that was all around us suddenly  became visible. After  Sally’s discussion, 
thinking about mothering and care gradually  changed the way  many  of us think about the 
whole of morality, including issues of politics,  economics,  law, and society, as it did the issues 
of war and peace about  which Sally  was so especially  concerned (Maternal Thinking: Toward 
a Politics of Peace, 1989.).

Remarkably, this one paper of hers changed almost everything. 

Ruddick, Sara, “Maternal Thinking,” Feminist Studies 6: 342-67, 1980.
_________ , Maternal Thinking: Toward a Politics of Peace. Boston: Beacon Press, 1989.

MARK HUSSEY

“Why, if we can know and have so little, do we care so much?”
--“Private Brother, Public World” (1981) 

Sally  loved to talk about Virginia Woolf.  Most recently  we had been talking about  the falling 
and fallen men in Woolf’s fiction—Septimus in Mrs. Dalloway, Percival in The Waves—in rela-
tion to the events of September 11th 2001.  In 2003, at the moment of the invasion of Iraq, 
Sally  asked a challenging question about  Woolf’s pacifist-feminist  essay  Three Guineas, a  ques-
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tion she explored the following year in London when the annual conference on Woolf went 
“Back to Bloomsbury.” Sally  asked whether the context of the US response to the attacks did 
not  make us read very  differently  Woolf’s famous statement that “as a woman my  country  is the 
whole world”?  That ringing claim uttered by  and now heard by  a citizen of a  nationalist, mili-
tarist and frankly  imperialist nation-state was troubling Sally  as she returned once more to the 
unresolved tensions of her long engagement with Woolf’s writing.

Reading Woolf when thinking through the important matters of everyday  life was the persis-
tent characteristic of Sally’s absorption in this writer  who, she said, had literally  changed her 
life in the early  1970s.  In all her  published work on Woolf,  as in her conversation about her, 
Sally  challenged and questioned the writer as a flawed and honest interlocutor, someone whose 
own forthrightness about her inevitable complicity  in the oppressions of inequality  granted a 
“mysterious gift of authenticity” to those who read her with attention. 

More than one speaker at  that 2004  conference referred to Sally’s 1981  essay,  “Private Brother, 
Public World.”  There, Sally  explains how Woolf evokes love and restrains condemnation for 
her  flawed and often insensitive character Jacob Flanders by  showing him  to the reader “under 
the aspect of maternal care,” as a  son who is the “work” of his mother—work destroyed by  a 
war in whose origin Jacob is himself complicit.  Sally’s reading of Jacob’s  Room begins a trac-
ing of the maternal through To the Lighthouse and into The Waves  that later  connects with the 
profound achievement of “honoring Reason differently”  which  Sally  accomplished in her book, 
Maternal Thinking.   Describing the path that led her to that work, Sally  writes of being en-
couraged by  Woolf’s claim  that  “alternative ideals might arise from the very  differences be-
tween women and men that Reason meant to transcend.”
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“We needn’t  have an agenda, we can just  talk,”  Sally  wrote me when we were arranging what 
would turn out to be our last conversation about Woolf.  Her early  sense of Woolf’s “political, 
moral and spiritual progress”  was never  taken for granted by  Sally, but I think always accom-
panied her own intellectual journey.  The gift Sally  gave me was encouragement from  someone 
I regarded as a “real”  philosopher  that it  made sense to think of Woolf in philosophical terms, 
as someone whose fiction commented on, clarified, and struggled with everyday  life, the here 
and now.  Sally  once wrote that she did not at first feel she was a “real” critic, entitled to talk 
about and publish  her  own thoughts on Woolf’s writing and life, but that Woolf’s own example 
had given her the necessary confidence to do so.  We all are richer for that gift.

ELIZABETH MINNICH

Years ago now, Sally  wrote to me: “I have come to love e-mail. I am a  terrible correspondent 
snail mail and telephone conversations are so dependent on the recipient’s chance mood.” Yes, 
quite right. Risky  business, cold-calling someone (and is not understanding this, against the 
grain of a wired world, what friends are for?).

She continues, saying  that a question I raised (about  limits) is important, referring me to a 
book she wants me to read; and then, “(I realize that I am writing as if you had read [the book] 
and already  discussed it.  But I won’t erase.  Just move on.)” Yes, that’s Sally: reflexively  self-
aware as she thinks, needing a touch of defiance not to self-correct. A few lines on: “This is part 
of the transparent self being an achievement when it is not a danger.”

Self-awareness, entirely  in the service of thinking and getting through the day, the rough 
patches, honestly, entirely  outside the neighborhood of narcissism.  Here’s a paragraph from  a 
2001  e-mail: “I have been writing on age—started with  an essay  on virtues and age....  This was 
before PD [Parkinson’s Disease]. I meant to think about and note the non-heroic efforts of vir-
tue I had witnessed among older  people,  particularly  my  mother’s.  I then got drawn into and 
fascinated by  the social construction/successful aging discussions. Then Life Review and Rela-
tions with One’s Past. Sometime after  PD—and influenced by  having it—I took up issues of at-
tachment, with some of the questions included in inter- generational justice.  Then there is a 
final chapter on  dependency, independence, etc. For  a  while this fall I thought that illness, 
which is not to be confused with aging, so clouded my  mind and experience that  I would fall 
into confusion. But after giving up the project for about a week or  so I went back to it. It lets me 
think about what I want to think about. I feel no urgency though.”

There is the unfailing curiosity  of care; the precision, right along with the personal need to 
think, of a philosopher, weaving Sally’s personal realism. I kept re-reading, “I thought  that ill-
ness, which is not to be confused with aging, so clouded my  mind and experience that  I would 
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fall into confusion.” The sentence itself, with  its telling distinction, contradicts the fear none-
theless recognized.

Yes, I have been reading through the e-mailed letters Sally  and I exchanged for, lo, those many 
years. I always printed them  out  because they  were so important to me that  I,  a  product of a 
hard-copy  culture, couldn’t bear to leave them  floating out there in “cyberspace”  whatever that 
actually  is (“virtual reality”  and all that evidently  require rethinking—as both Bill Clinton and 
Heidegger  would understand—what the meaning of “is”  is).  Which reminds me of a conversa-
tion with  Sally, back when we were trying out early  desktop computers (no e-mail yet). I told 
her  I had this emerging conviction that writing on  a  computer  was going to change my  work, 
which meant also me. We didn’t  resolve that issue, one she,  too, had been contemplating, but 
we turned optimistic at one point. We hoped that the fluidity, the ease of re-arrangement, cor-
rection and erasure, might actually  suit  our particular (however  different) minds, and so be lib-
erating.  (Sally  turned to Virginia Woolf, as you  probably  know, to retrieve something of herself 
from firmly  channelled, march-right-along modes of reasoning at which, nonetheless,  she ex-
celled when she tuned her mind that way.)

Our e-mailed letters, like the visits we too infrequently  managed once I moved to North Caro-
lina, were for me a restoring joy  for many  reasons,  but  especially  because our minds could play 
with  each  other,  moving from  what the dominant culture calls “rational” to what it  calls “per-
sonal” and “emotional” without, and what a relief this is, any disjunction.

I know Sally  had many  other  such friendships, as, gratefully, do I, but few  have had for me 
quite such intellectual, emotional, personal intricacy  and acute- ness. For instance, there is this 
highly  personal opening of another e-mail from Sally: “I have all sorts of things I would like to 
say—many  of them casual chit- chat—for example that I could never see what others appreci-
ated in Heidegger’s remarks about thinking.”

It  was such fun, such joy, such fullness of being, such chit-chat. I am  always going to be grate-
ful, and miss her.

JIM DWYER

Sally  Ruddick was my  friend.  Our  friendship was both very  personal and very  political.  That 
combination was typical for Sally.  For me, it was an accomplishment.

What I remember most  are the hours that we spent preparing  meals, eating together, and talk-
ing at the table – at the big round table in  Silver Towers, at the long rectangular table in the 
dinning room  in Bellport,  and at the little square table in the corner of the kitchen in Bellport.  
We spent a lot of time talking at those tables.
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The evening meals in Bellport  were a special time.  During the day, Sally, Bill,  and I would de-
cide on a  plan for dinner.  Later  Sally  would bike into the village to do some errands and buy 
some groceries.  And I would watch  for her return so that I could help unload what  she had 
bought.  In the evening, the preparation began,  with all of us taking a part.   As the meal came 
together, we talked.

We talked about our work, writing and ideas; about parents, children, and families; about 
health, illness,  and loss; about concerns,  fears, and hopes; about our society  and our  world.  
Often we talked about war, the current war in:

✦ Panama
✦ The Persian Gulf
✦ Iraq (the first time)
✦ Bosnia, Croatia, and Serbia
✦ Haiti
✦ Afghanistan
✦ Iraq (again)
✦ The never-ending war against terrorism

We always began with  our concerns, conflicts, and anguish.  And Sally  always tried to think be-
yond the pre-existing categories.  But we never ended with an abstract  analysis.   We always 
came back to the question of what we could and should do.

I remember two conversations in particular.   The war and slaughter in Bosnia seemed to go on 
and on.  At one evening meal, I recounted the attack on and the abandonment of a  hospital in 
Bosnia for people with mental illnesses and disabilities.  The cruelty  of the situation provoked 
Bill to say  something very  intemperate and general about human beings.   And that provoked 
Sally  to take issue.  This led to a very  rare event: an argument between Sally  and Bill.  I still re-
gret my role in provoking that argument.

I also remember  talking with Sally  about whether an intervention in Haiti,  at  the time, would 
be justified and wise.  I struggled the most with  questions of humanitarian interventions.  In 
this case,  I argued for an intervention.  Weeks later, Americans and Europeans intervened, but 
it  did not go well.  When I next saw Sally, she asked me what  I thought now.  I told her that my 
deepest impulses were wrong.  Period.  She liked my  admission, not because the events had 
proven her  right, but because I was willing to take a critical look at  myself.  Sally  admired genu-
ine self-criticism.

She also admired the way  I related to children.  When Lydia  was preparing for her  Bat  Mitzvah, 
I had nice discussion with her about the meaning of the passages in  Leviticus that enjoin us to 
leave the corners of our fields for widows, orphans, and strangers to glean.  And when Saul 
woke up in  the middle of night with slight headache, I heard him  crying and moved him into 
my  bed.   I did these things without  thinking, but Sally  took note and remarked on what these 
simple acts meant to the children.  
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Although we did not see each other often, especially  after I moved away  from New  York, we did 
care for each other.   I tried to respond to her needs, fears, potentials, and hopes.  And she did 
so for me – not an easy  task with  such a quiet and reserved person.  I felt that there was a  ma-
ternal dimension to our friendship.   

There was also a religious or spiritual dimension.  We did not share a belief in God, immortal-
ity,  or  the supernatural.  What Sally  and I shared, and reminded each other  of, was a senti-
ment: a feeling that our  small efforts to live good and responsive lives depended deeply  on so-
cial networks and natural conditions; and a feeling that we might in some small ways sustain 
and improve those networks and conditions.  I believe our attitude was more hopeful than 
Bill’s.  I did not disagree with Bill’s analysis of the roots of war, the oligarchical nature of our 
government, or  the prevalence of suffering caused by  illness.  But I took a slightly  different  atti-
tude and focused, like Sally, on the support that comes from social networks and natural condi-
tions. 

Even as her  illness progressed, Sally  remained deeply  concerned about the world, engaged in 
projects, and connected to people.  Now that my  own health is failing, I need to do the same.  
But without Sally, I find all those things much harder to do.

JEAN KELLER

I suspect I am not  alone in trying to figure out how  to grieve the loss of Sally, whom  I never ac-
tually  met.  I think it  says a lot that her presence extended so far  that  I and others on the pe-
riphery of her professional/social circles should feel the significance of her passing.

Sally  and I were in occasional e-mail correspondence for the last three years of her  life, primar-
ily  regarding a series of essays I was working on that addressed the implications of Maternal 
Thinking for transracial adoptive maternal practice.  One early  reader of my  essay  “Rethinking 
Ruddick and the Ethnocentrism  Critique of Maternal Thinking” suggested I send Sally  a copy.  
I was initially  reluctant to do so.  I knew Sally  was suffering from  advanced Parkinson’s but had 
no idea what that meant, concretely,  for her daily  life, cognitive abilities, or  ability  to function 
in  stressful situations.  (My  Dad had Parkinson’s for 15 years, so I have a vivid sense of the 
various ways and degrees PD can affect a person.) I assumed that  this critique of her work had 
felt hurtful, and I hated to bring up, towards the end of her  career and/or  life, a  difficult topic 
that she might be unwilling or unable to address. Yet another colleague encouraged me to e-
mail Sally; so I finally did.

What followed was, to me, a most amazing exchange of e-mails from this grand dame of femi-
nist philosophy.  
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First, there was the e-mail confusion to work out.  Two different e-mail accounts and, I assume, 
Parkinson’s related typing difficulties, resulted in a  flurry  of miscommunications.  I started to 
wonder about the wisdom of contacting Sally; was her  Parkinson’s further  advanced than had 
been indicated to me?  Were the miscommunications all mechanical,  or were Sally’s cognitive 
abilities also declining? Then Sally  took the initiative and called me at  my  college office.  She 
invited me to ask all my  hard questions of her and her work; she then systematically  worked 
her  way  through them.  When I hung up, I was stunned—a) that she had called me, a very  jun-
ior colleague, at all; and b) that she was so super smart and sharp.  I had worried about cogni-
tive decline??   Sally  spoke with  such clarity, precision, and insight, I would need to work hard 
to keep up.  

Even before I first e-mailed Sally, I felt like I knew  something about the kind of person she was.  
Based on my  reading of published books in  feminist philosophy, I suspect Sally  should get 
some kind of prize for the most dedications thanking her  for her time, concern, insight, and 
support.  Through the course of our  e-mail exchange, I got my  own glimpse into these aspects 
of her  character. Even though I often wondered, in the midst of our periodic e-mail flurries, if 
my  e-mails were a burden (both due to my  reexamination of the ethnocentrism  critique and 
due to my, and then sometimes our, mutual puzzlement over the other’s writings),  Sally  always 
responded with diligence, good grace, interest, thoughtfulness, modesty, and genuine openness 
and honesty.  

By  the end of our  correspondence, in fall 2010, our  exchanges were becoming less textual and 
more personal, as family, travel, and Parkinson’s disease became topics of conversation.  Our 
communications, which  had started off so decontextualized from  the actual lived circum-
stances of our daily  lives,  were just starting to include these human dimensions. And as our  ex-
changes dealt with  circumstances closer  to our own lives, I began to get a clearer  sense of 
Sally’s warmth and humanity.

I will never get to meet Sara Ruddick and my  knowledge of her is based on one phone call,  a 
brief e-mail exchange,  her public writings, and all those dedications by  feminist philosophers.  
And yet  I have been so moved by  her.   She reminds me of what the life of a philosopher/
philosophy  teacher should be and yet so rarely  is. A life of the engaged mind that is perplexed 
by  and seeks to address the pressing social issues of her day.  A caring self who exudes warmth,  
concern, and interest in the thoughts and experiences of others, even those quite junior  to her-
self.  A  modest  self who, no matter  how well-established, is open to questioning and revising 
her own views.

Even though  I did not know her well,  I will never forget Sally  Ruddick. She provided me with a 
vivid role model of the type of philosopher  and person I aspire to be. And I will continue to try 
to work out what it means to grieve her.
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MARGARET WALKER

I don’t remember  how Sally  and I met. Sometimes it’s nice not to remember how you met  a 
friend, because it speaks of long acquaintance. In this case, though,  it is painful not to be able 
to remember. Remembering things about people is a way  of holding on to them, keeping them 
in place, and then it matters painfully when that place is suddenly empty.

I miss Sally, and here’s a  funny  thing: Sally  and I used to have some very  aggravating conversa-
tions. It  happened quite a  lot. We’d start talking about an issue, or  more often a particular  per-
son or that person’s views, and we would disagree about something. We would keep talking, 
but  the more we talked the more we’d disagree. It  was like trying to untie a  knot and finding 
that the knot is getting tighter. I always found this upsetting, although Sally  didn’t  seem upset 
by these conversations.

So here’s the funny  thing: as soon as I learned of Sally’s death, I would have given anything to 
have another  one of those knotty  conversations. Because suddenly  they  seemed to represent 
something at  the core about Sally, at least  as I knew her.  I would call it tenacity. Sally  was al-
ways digging in deeper, and there was a cheerfulness in this relentless digging—like the cheer-
fulness she talks about in her work on maternal thinking—that belongs to people who care so 
deeply  about some things that what  is exhausting or  appears repetitious or even futile to others 
is just  what they  are willing to do, and keep doing. It’s the part of mothering practice where 
things always end up spilled again, or  of working for peace when violence never stops. I can’t 
yet  put into words how this quality  of Sally  herself suddenly  seemed completely  of a piece with 
all of her work, and her work seemed suddenly, stunningly, a single act  of tenacious caring for 
what mattered to her.
I miss Sally.

NEL NODDINGS

Sally  and I started corresponding in 1987, encouraging and learning from  each other. We met 
in  1988 when Sally  came to Stanford to attend a conference, and we spent several delightful 
hours talking in my  office. After that, although we both  had fond memories of that afternoon, 
we had little direct contact. We read each other’s work, and Sally  generously  wrote blurbs for 
two of my  books. I referred appreciatively  to her  work, especially  Maternal Thinking, in  much 
of my  work. When I took retirement  at Stanford and moved back to the Jersey  shore in 1998, 
we vowed to see each other more often but, as such  things go, we managed just  occasional e-
mails.

On Friday, May  6,  2005, Sally  wrote one that started, “It  seems we stopped in mid-
conversation.” Yes.  We enthusiastically  renewed discussion and friendship. I visited her  in New 
York, and she came to visit  me in Ocean Grove. Sally  and her work meant so much to me. Once 
again, we have been stopped in mid-conversation. I miss her.
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CAROLE ASCHER

Through each friendship we grow a different aspect of ourselves, which is why  the loss of a 
friend has the severity  of an amputation. Sally  and I met either  when,  as an editor for  Heresies, 
she worked with me on an article I had submit- ted, or  when we sat together in long planning 
meetings for a conference, “The Second Sex—Thirty  Years Later.” I know it was after  The Sec-
ond Sex conference that our  relationship took its course and flourished. We had been sharply 
criticized for our  token inclusion of black women in what was in every  way  a white woman’s 
conference, and Sally  never  tired of going over the arrogant racism  of our planning. I had be-
gun working in  a multi-racial research institute, and so had a daily  context for rethinking what 
it might mean to give up a white- centered universe and create anything truly multi-racial.

Over  the next  years, as I wrote Simone de Beauvoir: a Life of Freedom, and Sally  wrote Mater-
nal Thinking, she and I read each other’s manuscripts; and we joined with Louise deSalvo to 
edit Between Women, a collection of essays by  women about their relationships with the 
women they  had written  about, painted,  or  studied. (Chastened and converted, we produced a 
collection that was much closer to being genuinely  inclusive.) All of this involved hours and 
hours of working together, and self-criticism  continued as a  lively  theme, often accompanied by 
gales of laughter. Barely  finished with these books, we began to entertain each other with ways 
our efforts had failed and could have been better. Although I thought that Between Women was 
a contribution to critiquing the presumed objectivity  of traditional biography, Sally  was belat-
edly  embarrassed at the confessional tone of Between Women, and she was particularly  hard 
on her Virginia Woolf piece.

As the women’s movement waned around us, women’s issues became less central to me, 
though not to Sally. Even after we both moved on to different intellectual and artistic work, ei-
ther alone or with others, we talked regularly  on the phone and often met for  dinner, and al-
most anything that had happened to either of us, including what we had read in The New York 
Review of Books or the New York Times,  would quickly  engross us in conversation. I was tak-
ing care of dying relatives when Sally  was diagnosed with Parkinson’s,  and we lingered over 
restaurant meals, talking about illness and death. These were immensely  good-humored talks. 
We shared a sense of privacy,  we knew a lot about each  other’s personal struggles, and the dark 
or ghoulish underside of things easily drew our laughter.

As trips even to nearby  restaurants became difficult  for her, we acquired a little ritual. We 
would agree to have dinner, and she’d ask where I wanted to eat. I’d say, “You know, I can’t 
stand noisy  restaurants; I’d be just as happy  to order out at your  house,” which was true. So 
we’d spend a long evening in her  living room, moving from the dining area to the couch or 
chairs, or even the floor, as we each kept ourselves comfortable.
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Our relationship deepened in a new way  when I moved away  from New York, now over  four 
years ago. Realizing that my  coming into the city  meant spending the night, Sally  and Bill made 
their extra bedroom available to me whenever  Bill’s nephew wasn’t  there. Sometimes Sally  was 
in  too much  pain or too restless for company, and she might disappear for half an  hour, or even 
much of the evening, but come into my  room to talk for a few minutes once I was in bed, or  ap-
pear  in her nightgown for breakfast  together the next morning.  Or, we’d have a  long evening of 
reading aloud and talking, alone or with  Bill,  and I’d stay  up beyond my  bedtime to watch  Steve 
Colbert with her, but Bill would tell me the next morning that  she had been awake much of the 
night and so was finally  asleep. What these years of sleepovers gave us was an intimacy  one 
usually  has only  with lovers or  family, a peaceful certainty  of the depth of our fondness for  each 
other.

I arrived one snowy  afternoon last winter  to find Sally  delirious on her bed and Bill calling an 
ambulance. There followed an ambulance ride and con- fusing hours in the Emergency  Room 
as we waited for  a  free hospital bed. The next  time I saw  Sally, she was emaciated and receiving 
oxygen in a rehabilitation facility  on West 106th  street.  Her bed was strewn with books, as it 
had been on Bleecker  Street, and she wanted me to read aloud from  The Magic Mountain, 
which she’d asked me to buy  her. Then, a few visits later,  the facility  had decided that her lungs 
were too damaged for  them  to help her; and I sat with her  as the palliative care doctor  dis-
cussed Hospice.  Many  years earlier,  Sally  had said she wasn’t interested in putting herself or 
her  family  through the entire course of the terrible disease, but she had been critical of Carolyn 
Heilbrun’s principled suicide. When the palliative care doctor left, we calculated with regret 
that by  Hospice’s six months rule of thumb, she could have until fall, and I said how sad I 
would be without her—as I am  now, and will always be. Some weeks later, she was home, and I 
was preparing to visit. She said,  “Call the night before. Things are changing rapidly,” which was 
the first  time she’d used a euphemism, and I didn’t imagine what she meant.  But when I called 
the evening before travel, Bill told me Sally had died.

MAUREEN REDDY

I will always be grateful to Haverford College, which  is where I met Sally  Ruddick when she 
and I were both visitors (she distinguished, me brand new assistant professor) in 1985. Getting 
to know  Sally  my  first year  out of graduate school made an enormous difference in my  life, pro-
foundly  and permanently  affecting how I saw  the academy  and my  place in it. Sally  offered a 
different, better, and truly  feminist model of academic life than what I had observed in gradu-
ate school. Her great  generosity  and her  inclusive spirit continue to inspire me twenty-six years 
later, prompting me to reach out to junior faculty  and to be a more generous colleague than I 
would otherwise be.

Sally’s work on maternal thinking significantly  shaped an entire field of study  and continues to 
influence innumerable thinkers and scholars; it  feels a bit self-aggrandizing, then, to speak just 
about its influence on me, both personally  and professionally. However, I think that mattered a 
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lot to Sally: she genuinely  cared that her work was useful and wanted to know what her readers 
did with that work. When I met Sally, I was not only  a  new PhD but also a new mother. Sally’s 
work gave me a new way  of thinking about my  own life as a mother that  bridged the work/life 
divide that had been widening before I read Maternal Thinking.  My  own books would not have 
been possible without her  influence; I would not have had the courage to draw on my  experi-
ences as a mother nor would I have understood the value of those experiences beyond the en-
tirely personal had it not been for Sally.

Sally  was always interested—in ideas, in people, in the world—and there- fore endlessly  inter-
esting. Every  conversation with Sally  throughout the years gave me new ideas to think about or 
a fresh perspective on  an old problem  or an article or  book to look into, and often all three; 
those conversations,  no matter how serious the subject, also always included laughter.  Sally 
was herself an excel- lent  example of the qualities she described as important to maternal 
thinking and practice,  especially  resilient good humor  and alert, attentive presence.  I miss that 
presence, and am comforted by encountering it in the pages of her work.

ARYEH KOSMAN

I spoke to Sally  at length only  infrequently. The times I most vividly  recall were our  long nights 
on Tinos, but there were others.  And in all of them—and equally  so in lesser  conversation—I 
was struck by  this fact: although Sally  often strongly  disagreed with me, I never  felt judged, 
that is judged to be culpable as a result of her judgment; so the quietness and ease with which 
she held her different views never led me to feel defensive or in need of exculpation. When she 
agreed with me, as indeed she frequently  did,  and even sometimes admired my  views, I never 
felt flattered: congratulated perhaps but never  complimented. Listening to Sally  felt  like listen-
ing to the voice of truth; not that everything  she said was true, but  rather that it had the quiet-
ness of truth.

Sally  listened and read with what felt like a  divine dispassion. And then responded with  such 
ease. Yes,  no, wrong,  good—without rancor or disdain in either  direction,  but  also without ever 
removing herself or giving any  indication of being above or beyond the humanity  of people she 
agreed or disagreed with.

I realize that what I’ve remembered may  make it sound as if my  thoughts of Sally  were polemi-
cal or  forensic when it’s just the opposite. Judgment for Sally, even though  she had decided 
views on issues, was a species of appreciation.  And she also had—and I think this must be con-
nected or maybe even the same thing—a genuine interest  in things, and a  curiosity  about 
them—not so much  a scientist’s curiosity  about  how they  worked, but a kind of interest about 
what place they  played in the economy  of the lives of the people she was always interested in. 
She was a woman perhaps with less passion than with genuine affection for  how things are. 
Where she was there was a  contagious lightening of things; the world rose in our eyes to meet 
her appreciation.
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When I saw Sally  with family  I was struck by  how all these qualities of quiet strength turned to 
the virtues Sally  opened our  eyes to in her  writing: the nurturing and loving care sustained by 
her appreciation for how things are.

I feel blessed to have known her, and that blessing continues in my remembering of her.

EVA KITTAY

“Learning to be daughters includes learning to expect and respect maternal thinking.” 
—Maternal Thinking, p. 39

By  the time I met Sally  for the first time, at  a SWIP meeting in Princeton in the early  1980s, I 
had already  discovered “A Work of One’s Own,” Sally’s contribution to her  co-edited collection 
Working It Out. I was anxious to meet this woman with whom  I felt a  deep kinship. Sally’s 
early  “love affair  with reason” as she called it, her love of Spinoza,  her writing block,  her self-
doubts and self- alienation as a woman in engaging with philosophy—doubts and alienation 
that grew more profound as she entered the professional stage of her life and she simultane-
ously  became a mother—all tracked my  own development. Sally  spoke of her  writing block dis-
solving once she became pregnant with her first child,  as did mine after  I became a  mother, 
and I realized that we, and doubtless many  others, were struggling  with the woman that we did 
not  want to deny  in our- selves, and the philosopher in us who was not supposed to feel what  a 
woman does. If we were to be philosophers, we could not be women. Were we women, we 
could not be philosophers. As we trained to become professionals,  the emerging  woman warred 
with  the intellectual in us and told us: no, you mustn’t  write, or you will become a  man. Con-
firming  the woman through motherhood had seemed to unfreeze the paralysis, allowing us to 
write.

The “woman part”  was for  me the identification with my  own mother, who was a master of the 
womanly  crafts as defined in the sexual division of labor. The intellectual in me identified with 
my  father, who was a scholar in his youth. And maybe it was so with Sally. While I compart-
mentalized and wrote on the philosophy  of language, Sally  fashioned an entirely  different syn-
thesis. She saw  in the maternal activity  the enterprise of reason and thought. When maternal 
work was understood not  as instinctive, “natural”  behavior,  but as a distinctively  human prac-
tice whose goals were tied to the biological realities and demands of a growing human being, 
the idea of mothering as requiring thought particular  to the practice appeared obvious—which, 
of course, it was not. As striking as this insight was, Sally  took it  one step further  still. Sally  ex-
tracted the drop of truth  from  a familiar  bromide: that women were peaceful. Instead, she ar-
gued, the maternal practice in which  women were so often engaged provided resources for 
forging a peace politics. To mother is “to choose life.” To engage in war  is “to choose death.” In 
that lies a profound incommensurability,  even if mothers sometimes do not choose life and war 
is sometimes the only clear way to achieve values that affirm life.
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When I heard Sally  give her paper, “Maternal Thinking,”  at that early  SWIP meeting,  I knew I 
was hearing something very  new. Sally  was not  merely  applying a well-established philosophi-
cal method to a  feminist  issue. She was using women’s experiences,  expectations and values 
within the traditional sexual division of labor to remake philosophy  itself. This, at  last,  was a 
real feminist philosophy.

The effect on me was profound. It allowed me to consider my  own work of mothering as the 
handle with which to re-approach philosophical inquiry.  It also led me to ask,  “had my  mother 
taught me lessons that  I could use to enrich my  philosophical thought?” Maybe that  sexual di-
vision of parental labor I had held to was misconstrued.

My  mother, Sala, (the second Sara I have lost  in a period of months) was so different from, yet 
surprisingly  similar  to the Sally  who brought me to these reflections. My  mother  was a Polish 
Jew who survived the Nazi Labor and Extermination Camps. Sally, a Protestant American, had 
never  seen war but spent a lifetime fighting against militarism. Both Sara’s exhibited all the 
“soft”  virtues of kindness, cheerfulness, and graciousness, but both were fierce and clear-eyed 
women: fierce in their love, with a  fierce sense of self-respect, courage and commitment  to the 
value of care.

 is a toughness and strength in Sally’s writings that belies the constructions people seem to 
want to put on it.  They  accuse her of sentimentalism and point out that  mothers are not neces-
sarily  peaceful, and will routinely  abandon, neglect, abuse, and misuse their children. But these 
detractors simply  have not read Sally’s work.  There is nothing sentimental in a work that be-
gins one chapter with  a  sympathetic account of a mother who envisions murdering  her  child 
and that conceives of mothering as “a struggle against violence.”

My  own mother  defended a woman who killed her  infant in her escape from  the Nazis—against 
my  hasty  condemnations.  Yet care was at the center  of Sala’s being. She survived the camps not 
by  turning away  from care, but by  making that her  principal concern. When she saw a woman 
in  need and suffer- ing from  the ardors of working in  the munitions factories,  my  mother  lied 
to the SS officers, saying that she needed an extra pair of hands and that So-and-So was an ex-
pert  seamstress, even when she knew that she would have to teach the hapless woman the ba-
sics of sewing. Sala sewed the value of care into the fabric of my life.

But it was Sally  who taught us all how to think about care. While my  mother  was, as a friend 
said,  “a  maternal force to be reckoned with,” Sally  made maternal care/maternal thought a 
force to be reckoned with—even for philosophers. In so doing, she gave us permission to make 
our philosophizing an enterprise worthy of being feminist daughters.
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A memorial website (http://sararuddick.wordpress.com/) will include further  photographs; 
catalogue descriptions of New School courses; a bibliography  and curriculum  vitae: and essays 
on maternal thinking, age and virtue,  war,  and evil referred to in these tributes.  Readers are 
invited to submit further tributes, anecdotes, photographs, and memorabilia to Bill Ruddick at 
william.ruddick@gmail.com.
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